
2021-2022 Annual Report

The mission of KM Perform is to advance artistry, academic achievement,
and responsible leadership.

KM Perform pedagogy emphasizes three critical learning pillars:

● Integrated curriculum in which fine arts standards are embedded
into the range of core academic subject areas

● Interdisciplinary learning designs of seminars, workshops, and
foundation “courses” that are responsive and responsible to student
learning needs and community opportunities

● Collaborative Community, Business, and Fine Arts Partners as
places to learn
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Director Note

The 2021-2022 school year was a
refreshing change from the previous
years. KM Perform students were
able to participate in the activities
that have defined the school over the
last decade. The KM Perform
Musical, Legends and Lore, the
Rube Goldberg Project, and KM
Perform Up-Close, were just a few of
the opportunities that were notable
successes this year.

In addition to the arts, KM Perform
students continue to be involved in
the community through internships,
work-study, and performances in
local arts organizations.  Entering the
school’s second decade, we are
increasingly connecting with our
alumni to both celebrate their careers
and learn from these students as we
evolve to meet the needs of students
and the future workforce.

Kevin Erickson
Director, KM Perform

Enrollment
KM Perform enrollment has been
consistent for the last 3 years,
serving between 105-115 students.
2022-2023 total enrollment remains
consistent with 2021-2022 at
approximately 109 students. (+3 from
2020-2021).

The junior and senior classes
recruited during COVID-19 are
smaller classes while the classes of
2025 and 2026 are strong with 34
and 28 students respectively.  All KM
Perform teachers continue to
develop annual recruitment SMART
goals focused on community
engagement.  The KM Perform goal
enrollment is approximately 145
students in 3 years.

Data Summary
● 10th grade students exceeded growth

projections or maintained current
trajectory from their 9th grade year as
measured by the ACT/ASPIRE

● 11th grade students significantly
exceeded growth projections from their
10th grade year in Reading, and
maintained their growth trajectory in
English, Science, and Math

● There are notable differences in
performance in standardized data
between the 4 focus groups (Art, Music,
Theatre, and Writing)
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Arts and Performance

Legends and Lore

KM Perform’s actors and crew continued the longstanding partnership with Old World
Wisconsin for the 2021 return of “Legends and Lore,” an interactive historical experience.

Students prepared, wrote, and performed skits for four nights of performances with up to 5000
attendees each night.

KM Perform Up-Close

Held once each semester, KM Perform Up-Close allows
the community to witness the academic and artistic
work that KM Perform students experience every day.
Attendees circulate KM Perform classrooms to
participate in visual art exhibits, listen to TED Talk style
presentations, engage in real life applications of math
and science, and experience fantastic performing arts.

KM Perform Musical
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KM Perform’s production of Anastasia garnered 14 Tommy award nominations

Artistic & Academic Data
The KM Perform mission is to prepare students to gain knowledge, artistry, and the agency to
achieve future goals. The ACT, given to Wisconsin students during their junior year, is just one
performance measurement of academic growth. Depending on post-secondary goals, many KM
Perform students do not need or use this data in their planning. Academic Achievement,
Citizenship, and Personal Development carry equal weight in KM Perform’s pedagogy.

2022 Artistic and Leadership Merit

📣 $110,000 in merit-based artistic or academic scholarships were awarded to KM Perform
seniors.

📣 14 students were nominated for or won a “Jerry Award” sponsored by the Overture
Center. This includes a remarkable 10 nominations for Outstanding Lead Actor

📣 9 students were nominated for or received a Scholastic Art or Writing award, including 3
Silver Key Awards

📣 2 student films (by the same filmmaker!) were accepted into the All American Film
Festival in New York

📣 6 students participated in professional acting roles or paid internships
📣 2 students won WSMA Exemplary Soloist Awards at the State Level and another was

nominated at State Solo & Ensemble Festival
📣 4 students received Superior ratings for Musical Theatre solos at the State Thespy

Musical awards
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Class of 2022 Post-Secondary Participation
Post Secondary Institution Major

Carroll University Accelerated MBA Program /Marketing

Carthage College Sociology / Psychology

Ithaca College Acting and Sociology

Johnson University Worship Ministry

Johnson University Worship Ministry

Liberty University Elementary Education

Marquette University Theatre Arts

Minneapolis College of Art and Design Animation Minor

U.S. Army Forensic Science

UC Irvine Undecided

UCLA Acting

UW Milwaukee Film

UW-Milwaukee English, creative writing

UW-Milwaukee Elementary Education

UW-Milwaukee Architecture

UW-Milwaukee Audio Engineering

UW-Milwaukee Undecided

UW-Milwaukee Film

WCTC General Studies

Western Technical College Digital Marketing

Wisconsin Lutheran College Music Education
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Post Secondary Historic Data

National Student Clearinghouse - Student Tracker Data
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Freshman to Sophomore Persistence Rate
These charts represent the percentage of students who were still enrolled their sophomore year in a 2 or
4 year institution. This “persistence rate” can be notable as an indicator that a student is prepared enough
to return a second year.

2022 ACT and Aspire Data

2022 data is embargoed by the Department of Public Instruction
Report will be updated when DPI Report Cards are released

(summary bullet points appear at the bottom of this section)

Important information about ACT Readiness Benchmark

The ACT benchmark is not a state report card definition nor is it validated for our specific
students. The ACT defines this data point as a “50% chance a student will get a B or better in a
freshman class in that subject.”  This data point does not take into account that KM Perform
students may be in-progress in courses or prioritizing these for their senior year. Nor does it take
into account that some arts students are attending (and may have already been accepted into)
programs that do not need the ACT. Because the state test is given at an arbitrary time, and
many students who use the ACT will take the tests more than once, or use the ACT superscore
to show readiness, it is most relevant to measure growth and consider two questions:

● Are we outperforming year-to-year growth as measured by the academic standing of the
students when they start in KM Perform?

● Do we have upward or downward trends over time in any subject area as measured by
the composite ACT?

Given the small class size (n < 40), data variance from year to year should be interpreted with
caution since a small cohort of students can have a large impact on averages. For this reason, it
is useful to consider growth performance metrics. The growth performance column shows how
much a cohort outperformed or underperformed the ACT projected score for this cohort from
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their 9th grade year. Note that the cohort can also have variance due to enrollment changes;
however, the trend lines can be useful.

2021-2022 Data Summary

● 10th grade students exceeded growth projections from their 9th grade year as
measured by ACT/ASPIRE in English (+2.3)  and Reading (+2.5). They maintained
growth trajectory (less than +/- 1 change) in Science and Math

● 11th grade students exceeded growth projections from their 10th grade year in
Reading (+2.6) and maintained their growth trajectory (less than +/- 1 change) in
English, Science, and Math

● The Writing focus consistently has the higher composite ACT score from year-to-year
(26 in 2022)

● There is 5 point difference between the Art Focus ACT scores and the average of
Music, Theatre, and Writing Focus students

2022-2023 Goals & Initiatives
KM Perform improvement areas and school goals are developed by all staff using standardized
test data, parent surveys, and teacher surveys. The KM Perform student intern team also
reviews goals and gives input on strategies and priorities.

Parent Survey Data: Success Areas

● Staff Acts professionally (97% favorable)
● Staff shows respect towards students and families (97% favorable, +5% from 2021)
● I regularly receive feedback on my child (65%, +14% from 2021)

Parent Survey Data: Improvement Areas

● Expectations are clear for students (68%) Data suggest a need to build parent
understanding of the KM Perform pedagogy and improve feedback about student
performance. Staff will be setting new communication goals to engage with parents in
their focus areas. This is a continued initiative.

● My child is recognized for good work (79%) There is much to celebrate - we can be
better about publicly celebrating individual students.
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● Classroom Management is working for my child (72%) We need to get additional
feedback on this from a parent focus group since classroom management in the
traditional sense is not typically an issue in KM Perform.

● Overall data participation. The 26% response rate is not a strong enough sample size
for the typically very-engaged KM Perform parent group. Student advisory mentors can
be part of this solution in 2023 by pushing out survey availability through more familiar
channels.

Smart Goals

During the fall of 2022, KM Perform Students, Staff, and Governance Council will collaborate on
writing and implementing four Smart Goals that align to the district goals in Academic
Excellence, Citizenship, and Personal Development.

1. A student smart goal designed by the student leadership team in May of 2022. This
goal seeks to increase students who disagree or strongly disagree when given the
prompt: “People are often disrespectful to others in my school”.

2. A parent engagement goal focused on both increasing survey participation and
understanding the expectations of students.

3. A recruitment goal that builds broader community connections that lead to open
enrollment applicants.

4. An academic excellence/ student agency goal focused on student monitoring of
goals, progress, and task completion.

School Initiatives
In addition to SMART goals, KM Perform staff will continue to develop several previous
initiatives:

● Improving the student portfolio by designing benchmarks that better support students in
long-term projects.

● Recognizing student honors and exemplary projects.
● Refining competencies to align to the KMSD Graduate Profile.
● Connecting with alumni to recognize significant achievements in the field as well as seek

feedback on where KM Perform can focus school improvement efforts.
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KM Perform Strategic Plan - 2022-2025
This is the summary of the strategic plan to be implemented by the KM School for Arts and
Performance:

Scalability and Sustainability
● Broaden enrollment opportunities within Southeastern Wisconsin

○ Radio Advertising (spring ‘22)
○ Marcus Center Playbill advertisement inclusive of all KM Campus opportunities

(fall ‘23)
○ Lake Country print publications (spring ‘22)
○ Milwaukee Magazine article (published fall ‘22)

● Create needs assessment for long-term facility planning:
○ Auditorium (In-progress)
○ Fine Arts Areas (In-progress with KMSD CFO and Facilities Director)
○ KM Perform Space (In-progress with KMSD CFO and Facilities Director)

Mission and Vision
● Finalize Governance Council 501c3 Non Profit Status

○ Develop support and opportunities for arts in the broader non-KM community
○ Seek grants and arts partnerships in Wisconsin

● Broaden arts mission to include supporting arts in Southeastern Wisconsin
● Partner with other arts organizations (ex. Milwaukee Youth Symphony Orchestra, local

theatre organizations, Youth Wind Orchestra of Wisconsin)

Student Wellness and Performance
● Redesign first block and better align day with student performance schedules
● Student school day schedule to consider accommodating OE students and arts students

that come from further distances. (e.g. consider a 9:00am-4:30pm schedule option for
select students)

● Continue to establish Graduate Profile as the definition of a graduate and incorporate
into required graduation credits.

● Evaluate foundational courses in English and Math - align competencies and progress to
a Competency-Based continuum
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